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Zerocap provides digital asset liquidity and custodial services to

forward-thinking investors and institutions globally. For frictionless access to

digital assets with industry-leading security, contact our team at

hello@zerocap.com or www.zerocap.com

This is not financial advice. As always, do your own research.

Week in review

● Hong Kong's spot Bitcoin and Ether ETFs to start trading tomorrow. Zerocap

is one of the key market makers for the Hong Kong ETFs.

● Bitcoin reaches new transaction high of 926,842 transactions in a single day.

● Bitcoin mining revenue peaks at $107 million during the halving day

● Franklin Templeton launches Ethereum ETF on the DTCC, move does not

guarantee SEC approval.

● Runes making up 68% of all Bitcoin transactions since its launch; Dune

Analytics.

● Quincy, Massachusetts issues first ever blockchain municipal bond, issued on

JP Morgan's Onyx blockchain.

● US presidential candidate RFK Jr. wants the entire US budget on a blockchain.

● PayPal proposes "cryptoeconomic" rewards for sustainable crypto miners.

● US advance quarter GDP shows sharp economic slowdown to 1.6% pace -

inflation rose to 2.7% in March as prices remain high.

● US 10-year treasury yield slips following inflation data report.

● Bank of Japan keeps monetary policy unchanged, as Yen falls to 34-year low.
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Technicals

BTCUSD & musings

A week of shifting expectations. Higher inflation figures over the past two

months, combined with outlier lower growth figures from the recent

Advanced GDP print last week, have led to the ugly stagflation narrative

rearing its head again. Combine this with the potential for even less cuts in

2024 (zero?) than the market was expecting at the start of the year, and you

have the recipe for risk-off moves. And yet markets are being fairly resilient in

the face of all of this - earnings season is underway and we are seeing

outperformance in tech (AI particularly), and broadly across the S&P 500. In

fact, the percentage of companies in the S&P reporting positive earnings

surprises, and the magnitude of these surprises are well above their 10-year

averages.

So what are we left with? A market with more levers than we’ve seen during

past macroeconomic challenges. Some of this is feeding into the crypto

space, but cryptocurrency is managing to stand on its own two feet with the

sheer amount of institutional adoption happening right now. Just today we

saw the Hong Kong BTC spot ETF launch successfully, which could open the

door for mainland China via the Southbound Stock Connect program. There

are talks of the ASX approving Australian spot BTC ETFs by the end of 2024,

which could open up the Superannuation retirement pools of capital.

Combine this with the BTC halving just complete and you have a fairly

buoyant market.

Short-term technicals tell a different story - the gap down to 53,000 is looking

pretty exposed here, and would be a good target if we find excessive leverage

growing (not yet) or stagflation surprises from the Fed this week at the FOMC

meeting. But with no surprises, I think we hold the range.
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Key levels

53,000 / 60,000 / 65,000 / 70,000 / 73,130 (ATH!)

Spot desk

Flows

AUD grinded higher throughout the week as offramp activity tapered on the

desk. The desk has generally seen a sell-skew on altcoins this week. We are

axed to sell USDC/USD or against other fiat currencies.

Halving/ Hong Kong ETFs

The first week after BTC’s halving has seen balanced flows on both BTC and

ETH on the desk. We could possibly see a break from the range-bound activity
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next week (either side) as the Hong Kong Bitcoin and Ethereum ETFs have

started trading. We’re keen to see the flows into these assets and how the

market reacts to them going forward.

Hedera and Real World Assets

HBAR saw some very volatile movements this week on news that BlackRock

was to tokenise its ICS US Treasury money market fund on-chain through the

Hedera network. This was then clarified by BlackRock not to be the case.

As a result of the above, HBAR skyrocketed ~105% and retraced ~40% from the

highs, in a matter of 3 days. The bigger picture sheds light on the market’s

interest in tokenisation of real-world assets (RWA) and the apparent euphoria

behind the slightest hint of the next big winner in the RWA space.

With many tokens in the category, our desk could facilitate trading for clients

looking to participate in this narrative.

Derivatives desk
WHOLESALE INVESTORS ONLY

The difference between ETH and BTC's at-the-money implied volatility is at its

YTD low. We think there could be further divergence here, given the potential

for the narrative to shift from BTC to ETH.

With the halving and the BTC Spot ETF events passing, there could be less

noise around BTC. On the flip side, Ethereum's spot ETF is yet to be approved.

There is also further uncertainty surrounding Ethereum given theories of an

SEC probe into the Ethereum foundation and the Consensys lawsuit.
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A trade idea is to play the vol spread between BTC and ETH - by selling upside

BTC volatility and buying upside ETH volatility.

Contact the derivatives team at derivatives@zerocap.com for more

information.
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What to Watch

● Hong Kong's newly-launched spot BItcoin and Ether ETFs, on Tuesday.

● Canada's m/m GDP and US' consumer confidence report, also on Tuesday.

● US' federal funds rate, JOLTS job openings and FOMC press

conference/statement, on Wednesday.

● US unemployment claims, on Thursday.
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Disclaimer

This material is issued by Zerocap Pty Ltd (Zerocap), a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR:
001289130) of Gannet Capital Pty Ltd (GC) AFSL 340799.

Material covering regulated financial products is issued to you on the basis that you qualify as a
“Wholesale Investor” for the purposes of Sections 761GA and 708(10) of the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth) (Sophisticated/Wholesale Client), or your local equivalent.

This material is intended solely for the information of the particular person to whom it was provided by
Zerocap and should not be relied upon by any other person. The information contained in this material is
general in nature and does not constitute advice, take into account financial objectives or situation of an
investor; nor a recommendation to deal. . Any recipients of this material acknowledge and agree that they
must conduct and have conducted their own due diligence investigation and have not relied upon any
representations of Zerocap, its officers, employees, representatives or associates. Zerocap has not
independently verified the information contained in this material. Zerocap assumes no responsibility for
updating any information, views or opinions contained in this material or for correcting any error or
omission which may become apparent after the material has been issued. Zerocap does not give any
warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of advice or information which is contained in this
material. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Zerocap and its officers,
employees, representatives or associates do not accept any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or
negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this material or for any resulting loss or damage
(whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this material or any other
person. This is a private communication and was not intended for public circulation or publication or for
the use of any third party. This material must not be distributed or released in the United States. It may only
be provided to persons who are outside the United States and are not acting for the account or benefit of,
“US Persons” in connection with transactions that would be “offshore transactions” (as such terms are
defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)). This
material does not, and is not intended to, constitute an offer or invitation in the United States, or in any
other place or jurisdiction in which, or to any person to whom, it would not be lawful to make such an offer
or invitation. If you are not the intended recipient of this material, please notify Zerocap immediately and
destroy all copies of this material, whether held in electronic or printed form or otherwise.

Disclosure of Interest: Zerocap, its officers, employees, representatives and associates within the meaning
of Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act may receive commissions and management fees from transactions
involving securities referred to in this material (which its representatives may directly share) and may from
time to time hold interests in the assets referred to in this material. Investors should consider this material
as only a single factor in making their investment decision.

* Index used:

Bitcoin Ethereum Gold Equities
High Yield
Corporate
Bonds

Commoditi
es

Treasury
Yields

BTC ETH PAXG S&P 500, ASX 200, VT HYG SPGSCI U.S. 10Y

Contact Us
Zerocap provides digital asset investment and custodial services to forward-thinking
investors and institutions globally. Our investment team and Wealth Platform offer
frictionless access to digital assets with industry-leading security. To learn more,
contact the team at hello@zerocap.com
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